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INVERTED FILES

 Also called inverted index. It is a word-oriented
mechanism for indexing text collection in order to
speed up the searching task.

 Structure
 Vocabulary: The set of all different words in the text.
 Occurrences: For each word there is a list of all text

positions. The Occurrences are the sets of all lists.



INVERTED FILES

 Example:



INVERTED FILES

 The vocabulary size is small. The vocabulary
grows as O(nβ), where β is a constant between 0
and 1, dependent of the text (In practice is
between 0.4 and 0.6)

 1 Gb of the TREC-2 collection: 5 Mb size.

 The occurrences demand much more space. The
extra space is O(n)



INVERTED FILES

 A solution for occurrence space requirements, is
useful the block addressing technique.

 Indices of only 5% overhead over the text size are
obtained with this technique



INVERTED FILES - SEARCHING

 Vocabulary Search: The words and patters are
isolated and searched in the vocabulary.

 Retrieval of occurrences: The lists of the
occurrences are retrieved.

 Manipulation of occurrences: The occurrences are
processed to solve phrases, proximity, etc. If you
use block addressing is necesary to look for the
text sequentially in the blocks.



INVERTED FILES - SEARCHING

 Context queries are more difficult to solve.
 Each element must be searched separately (in

increasing positional order)
 The list of all elements are traversed in

syncronization to find places there all the words
appear in sequence (phrase) or close (proximity)

 The time complexity is O(nα), where α depends on
the query (in practice is about 0.4 – 0.8)



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 Inverted files work with a sequence of words.
This is not very efficient with more complex
queries (i.e. phrases) and it’s more expensive to
solve.

 Otherwise, this kind of index looks the text as a
one long string. Each position on the text is
considered as a text suffix.



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 The advantages of this indexing method is the
variety of different applications that can work
with (Such genetic databases, etc). If complex
queries are an issue, this method is very useful.

 The disadvantages this method are its costly
construction process; the text must be readily at
query time and the results are not delivered in
text position order.



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 It is not necessary to index every position. It’s
only indexed those important parts of the text.



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 The structure of Suffix Trees is a Trie Data
Structure. It would have problems with the space
(from 120% to 240% space overhead)



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 Suffix Arrays improve the space requirements of
the Suffix Trees, because it uses only an array
with the position of the different words.

 The values are ordered in lexicographical order.

 Allows binary searches, but if the array is large
(is the usual case) there is a problem with its
performance.



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 The problem consists on the search time, because
of the random disk accesses



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 The solution: supra-indices



SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS - SEARCHING

 Many basic patterns (words, prefixes and
phrases) can be searched in O(m), but Suffix
Trees are NOT practical for large texts.

 The procedure is:
 You look for two patterns P1 and P2 that limit the

search.
 This retrieves a subtree of the suffix tree or an

interval of the suffix array.
 Sort the results for collecting results.

 Simple phrase searching is a good case for these
indices.



SIGNATURE FILES

 Structures based on hashing.

 Low overhead (10% to 20% over the text size)

 This technique is suitable for not very large texts,
because of the linear complexity of the structure
(hash)



SIGNATURE FILES

 A function maps words to bit masks of B bits. The
hashing function will divide the text into blocks,
and each mask is obtained by bitwise OR-ing the
signatures of all words in each block.



SIGNATURE FILES

 It is possible that all the corresponding bits are
set even though the word is not there. This is
called a false drop. The most important part of
designing a signature file is to ensure that the
probability of a false drop is low enough while
keeps the signature file as short as possible.

 The space overhead implies that way in the false
drop possibility. If it’s wanted a 10% overhead
the false drop probability is close to 2%. A false
drop possibility of 0.05 implies a 20% overhead,
and so on.



SIGNATURE FILES

 This scheme is more efficient in searching
phrases, because ALL the words must be present
in a block in order for that block to hold the
phrase or the proximity query.

 You have to search sequentially the text in the
block to reduce the possibility of a false drop.



SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING – BRUTE FORCE

 This is the simplest possible algorithm.

 There are O(n) text positions, and each one is
examined at O(m) worst-case, so the worst-case
in this algorithm is O(mn).



SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING
KNUTH-MORRIS-PRATT

 It is similar to BF but it reuses information from
previous checks.

 Moves a window over the text and a pointer
inside the window. Each time a character
matches, the pointer is advanced. If it is not
matched, the window is shifted.



SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING
BOYER-MOORE-FAMILY

 This algorithm is based on the fact that the check
inside the window can proceed backwards.

 After a match-mismatch is determined, a suffix of
the pattern has been compared and found equal
to the text in the window.



SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING
BOYER-MOORE-FAMILY

 There are several variations on the BM
algorithm.

 BM-Horspool: uses the occurrence heuristic on the
last character of the windows instead of that one
caused the mismatch.

 BM-Sunday: Modifies BMH by using the character
following the last one. It improves on short patterns.



SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING
SHIFT-OR

 Based on bit-parallelism.

 Builds a table B which for each character stores a
bit mask bm…b1. B[c] has the i-th bit set to zero
if and only if pi=c.



COMPARISON



PATTERN MATCHING
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

 A matrix C is filled column by column where
C[i,j] represents the minimum number of errors
needed to match P1..i to a suffix of T1..j allowing
k errors.



PATTERN MATCHING
AUTOMATON

 Horizontal arrows represent matching a
character, vertical arrows represent insertions to
the pattern, solid diagonal arrows represent
replacements and dashed diagonal arrows
represent deletions in the pattern allowing k
errors.



PATTERN MATCHING USING INDICES
INVERTED FILES

 A list of vocabulary words that matched the query is
obtained

 All their lists of occurrences are merged to retrieve a
list of documents and the texto positions.

 It is not able to efficiently find approximate matches
or regular expressions that span many words.

 Times of execution may take from 0.3 to 3 seconds,
depending on the complexity of the query.



PATTERN MATCHING USING INDICES
SUFFIX TREES AND SUFFIX ARRAYS

 Indexing all positions makes the index 10 to 20
times the text size.

 Regular expressions can be searched in the suffix
tree.

 Suffix trees are able to perform other complex
searches. Ex.: Find the longest substring in the
text that appears more than once, find the most
common substring of a fixed size.



COMPRESSION – SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING

 The most common technique to compress indexes is using
the Huffman coding. It works considering each different
text word as a symbol, count their frequencies and generate
a Huffman code for the words.

 This scheme has to store the whole vocabulary of the text.

 Once the search is complete, the list of different words that
match the query is obtained. The Huffman codes of those
words are collected and they are searched in the
compressed text.

 This scheme is especially fast when it comes to solving a
complex query (slow with other algorithms)



COMPRESSED INDICES – INVERTED FILES

 A first choice for compressing this is represent
the differences of the occurrences, instead of the
positions. (In this case the word ‘text’: 11, 8 …)



COMPRESSED INDICES – ST AND SA

 Suffix Arrays are very hard to compress, because
they represent an almost perfectly random
permutation of the pointers to the text, but it can
be compressed, anyway.

 Construction is faster, because more compressed
text fits in memory.

 It uses a Hu-Tucker coding instead of Huffman
code. This coding respects the lexicographical
relationship between the words, and makes
possible the direct binary search.



COMPRESSED INDICES – SIGNATURE FILES

 There are many alternatives ways to compress
signature files. All of them are based on the fact
that only a few bits are set in the whole file.

 Compression ratios near 70% are reported



QUERY PROCESSING
INVERTED INDEX MODIFICATIONS

 The inverted index can be segmented to allow for
a quick search of a list of occurrences to locate a
particular document.

 The typical ranking algorithm scans the entire
list of occurrences for each term in the query.

 Some algorithms suggest that processing should
stop after d documents.



QUERY PROCESSING
INVERTED INDEX MODIFICATIONS

 For each term t in the query Q
 Obtain posting list (occurrences) p, documents that contain t
 For each document x in the list of d documents

 Scan posting list p for x
 If x exists

 Update score for document x



QUERY PROCESSING
PARTIAL RESULT SET RETRIEVAL

 This approach to the Query Processing study says
that a way to improve run-time performance is to stop
processing after some threshold of computational
resources is expended.

 Different measures are usually used to characterize a
posting list:
 Document frequency: Using between 25 to 75 percent of the

query terms after they were sorted by document frequency
didn’t affect the precision of the performance.

 Maximum Estimated Weight: A term that appears
frequently in all the documents in which it appears is
probably of more importance than a term that appears
infrequently in the documents.



DUPLICATE DOCUMENT DETECTION
FINDING EXACT DUPLICATES

 Usually is implemented by calculating a unique
hash value for each document.

 Some used hash functions are: MD2, MD5, or
SHA.

 Those functions can be calculated on arbitrary
document lengths, are easy to compute and have
very low probabilities of collisions.

 It will find only EXACT duplicates (an extra
white space on one document makes two identical
documents look different)



DUPLICATE DOCUMENT DETECTION
FINDING SIMILAR DUPLICATES

 It is not possible to define precisely at which
point a document is no longer a duplicate of
another, but there are a different approximations
to the problem.

 This metric can be used to calculate a fuzzy
similarity between two documents. It gives a
number between 0 and 1.

 It is also used a threshold t to determine how
‘similar’ are two documents.
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DUPLICATE DOCUMENT DETECTION
FINDING SIMILAR DUPLICATES

 The first near-duplicate algorithm is the use of
shingles. This is a set of contiguous terms in a
document. Algorithms as COPS [Brin et al.,
1995], KOALA [Heintze, 1996] and DSC [Broder,
1998] are used.

 The comparison allows the algorithms to
calculate a percentage of overlap between two
documents using resemblance.



DUPLICATE DOCUMENT DETECTION
FINDING SIMILAR DUPLICATES
 Another way to solve this problem is using I-Match.

 It uses a Hashing scheme that use only SOME terms in a
document.

 The algorithm is something like this:
 Get document
 Parse into a token, removing format tags
 Using term thresholds (idf), retain significant tokens
 Insert relevant tokens into unicode ascending ordered tree
 Loop through token tree adding each unique token to the

SHA1. After completion a (doc_id, SHA1 digest) tuple is
defined.

 The tuple is inserted into the storage data structure using the
key

 If there is a collision of digest values then the documents are
similar
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